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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZING APPLICATIONS’ CONSUMPTION OF 

REMOTE DATA

CLAIM FOR PRIORITY

[0001] This application claims priority to the U.S. provisional patent application Serial 

Number 62/489,264 filed April 24, 2017 which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present application is related to a distribution of data, and more specifically to 

methods and systems for synchronizing applications’ consumption of remote data.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Streaming applications are subject to network latencies and other delays. As such, 

users of a given streaming application (e.g. streaming video) typically do not see the same frame at 

the same time. If these users are also engaged in a chat session or other real-time communication 

while using the streaming application, it is difficult to maintain a meaningful conversation in such 

case because the participants are often not discussing the same thing. That is, one participant may 

be commenting on something that another participant has not yet seen.

SUMMARY

[0004] Presented here are methods and systems for enabling multiple consumers to view an 

ordered data stream at the same time. An embodiment of the invention follows a client-server 

model, in which there is one server that is the source of the data and multiple clients that are the 

consumers of the data. Additionally, this invention can also be embodied by a number of other 

models, including but not limited to: 1) multiple servers or server clusters acting as data sources, 

and multiple clients acting as consumers, 2) pure peer-to-peer, where each peer can be both a source 

and/or a consumer of data, 3) a server-assisted peer-to-peer model, where peers may be both a 

source and/or a consumer of data and a set of one or more servers act as sources and back-ups and 

provide meta-information about the peers, such as which data is available from which peer.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary synchronization group according to 

the invention.

[0006] FIG. 2 shows an example of a single-frame data chunk and a multi-frame data chunk.

[0007] FIG. 3 is a timing diagram showing frame synchronization for two consumers

according to the invention.

[0008] FIGS. 4-6 show system architecture according to the invention.

[0009] FIG. 7 shows the data source performing the synchronization step.

[0010] FIG. 8 shows a consumer joining the session and performing the clock

synchronization step.

[0011] FIG. 9 shows the data source sending data over the public internet to the consumer.

[0012] FIG. 10 shows that some of the data has arrived at the consumer.

[0013] FIG. 11 shows a detailed view of the consumer, which has received 3 video frames

and 1 Group Consumption Timestamps (GCTS).

[0014] FIG. 12 shows that the consumer has calculated Local Consumption Timestamps for 

each video frame (LCTS).

[0015] FIG. 13 shows that more data has arrived at the consumer.

[0016] FIG. 14 shows that the consumer has calculated LCTS3 and LCTS4.

[0017] FIG. 15 shows that LCTSk has been calculated. LCTSk can be calculated directly

from GCTSk, which has been provided by the data source.

[0018] FIG. 16 shows that a second consumer, Data Consumer 2 has joined the session.

[0019] FIG. 17 shows that Data Consumer 2 begins receiving the same data that Data

Consumer 1 is receiving.

[0020] FIG. 18 shows that the consumers periodically repeat the clock synchronization step.
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[0021] FIG. 19 shows how the data is consumed by Data Consumer 1 and Data Consumer 2 

at the same group time (e.g. in synchronization) even though each consumer has its own local clock.

[0022] FIG. 20 is a block schematic diagram showing queues and synchronized data 

consumption according to the invention.

[0023] FIGS. 21A-21H show priority-based ordering of data according to the invention.

[0024] FIG. 22 shows synchronizing consumption of multiple data streams according to the 

invention.

[0025] FIG. 23 is a flowchart of a method to synchronize a consumption of a data chunk 

among multiple consumers, according to one embodiment.

[0026] FIG. 24 is a flowchart of a method to synchronize a consumption of a data chunk 

among multiple consumers, according to another embodiment.

[0027] FIG. 25 shows a diagrammatic representation of a machine in the example form of a 

computer system within which a set of instructions for causing the machine to perform one or more 

of the methodologies discussed herein may be executed.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] Various example embodiments will now be described. The following description 

provides certain specific details for a thorough understanding and enabling description of these 

examples. One skilled in the relevant technology will understand, however, that some of the 

disclosed embodiments may be practiced without many of these details.

[0029] Likewise, one skilled in the relevant technology will also understand that some of the 

embodiments may include many other obvious features not described in detail herein. Additionally, 

some well-known structures or functions may not be shown or described in detail below, to avoid 

unnecessarily obscuring the relevant descriptions of the various examples.

[0030] The terminology used below is to be interpreted in its broadest reasonable manner, 

even though it is being used in conjunction with a detailed description of certain specific examples 

of the embodiments. Indeed, certain terms may even be emphasized below; however, any 

terminology intended to be interpreted in any restricted manner will be overtly and specifically 

defined as such in this Detailed Description section.

Definitions

[0031] The following paragraphs include a set of definitions we use throughout the document.

Data chunks andframes

[0032] We use data chunks (DataChunk) to mean a collection of data frames, possibly one, 

with an associated consumption timestamp. In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, each 

data frame is composed of a frame identifier, a data timestamp, and the data itself. In other 

embodiments, such as where the consumption timestamp is sent as a header field along with each 

data frame, the frame identifier and data timestamp are optional. We use timestamps to indicate 

priority but this can be straightforwardly generalized, e.g. based on frame type or source.

DataChunk ::= ConsumptionTS {DataFrame} 1-n

DataFrame ::= (FramelD) (DataTS) Data

[0033] FIG. 2 illustrates this with both a single and a multi-frame data chunk.
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Buffering consumption

[0034] Data chunks arrive at a client and are placed into a buffer (FIG. 21A-H) from which 

they are consumed. Using video as an example, data chunks are made of multiple video frames and 

these frames are consumed from the incoming buffer for rendering. In a different instantiation of 

this model, the consumed data chunks and frames can be passed on to a third-party application. 

Again, using video as an example, this could be a Media Service Extension built into most HTML5 

enabled browsers.

Buffer consumption and Consumption Time

[0035] Upon receiving a data chunk with a consumption timestamp CT, a client i with local 

time LCi either buffers the chunk’s frames, plays them immediately, or discards a subset of them,

i.e.  a part of the chunk, depending on the difference between LCi and CT.

Synchronized group

[0036] We use the term synchronized group to refer to a group of devices composed of data 

sources and consumers where all consumers wish to consume data at the same time.

Synchronizing Applications’ Consumption of Remote Data

[0037] Embodiments of the invention provide an approach for the synchronized consumption 

of digital data, e.g. video, among a group of clients. The consumed data is contributed by one or a 

collection of sources, and clients and data sources are assumed to be connected over the Internet and 

to share neither memory nor a group clock. The synchronized consumption supported by the 

invention enables clients to interact with each other simultaneously, in relation to the shared content 

consumed, as if they were physically collocated.

[0038] Embodiments of the invention provide a method and apparatus for synchronizing the 

consumption of remote data by two or more client applications when the client applications do not 

share a group clock. In embodiments of the invention, the participants use a clock synchronization 

algorithm as described below.
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[0039] To provide context, we first describe one example of an intended use of embodiments 

of the invention. There are two people in different cities who wish to watch a video, streamed from 

the Internet, at the same time. While they are watching the video, they want to discuss the events of 

the video using a phone call, text, chat, or other real-time communication method. They want to be 

sure that the playing of the video as viewed by one person is synchronized with the playing of the 

video as viewed by the other person, so that their discussion is clear and so that one person does not 

refer to events in the video that the other person has not yet seen. Embodiments of the invention 

synchronize the playback of the video for the two people in this example.

[0040] A presently preferred embodiment of the invention is composed of a series of steps 

that are performed by two or more computer applications. The performance of these steps results in 

the synchronized consumption of data by the two computer applications, even when the origin of 

the data and the devices running the computer applications are all geographically separated.

[0041] An embodiment of the invention follows a client-server model, in which there is one 

server that is the source of the data and multiple clients that are the consumers of the data. Thus, we 

use the terms “server” and “data source” interchangeably. Likewise, we use the terms “client” and 

“consumer” interchangeably. However, this invention can also be embodied by a number of other 

models, including but not limited to:

• Multiple servers or server clusters acting as data sources, and multiple clients acting as 

consumers.

• Pure peer-to-peer, where each peer can be both a source and/or a consumer of data.

• A server-assisted peer-to-peer model, where peers may be both a source and/or a consumer 

of data and a set of one or more servers act as sources and back-ups and provide meta-information 

about the peers, such as which data is available from which peer.

[0042] Whenever a new member joins a synchronized group, it must execute the clock 

synchronization algorithm. After initialization, members of the group can periodically synchronize 

their clocks using a clock synchronization algorithm (described in more detail later). Between 
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synchronization times, a client clock can drift based on its drift rat, dr, (dC/dt for clock C, a drift can 

be positive or negative).

[0043] As a result of this step, the new group member can convert any group clock timestamp 

into a local clock timestamp and vice versa. We discuss additional details on group clock 

synchronization further below.

[0044] The data chunks sent by the server to its clients include a consumption timestamp 

(CS), a (potentially) future time when the data frames composing the chunk are to be consumed by 

the client. In a different embodiment, consumption timestamps could be sent in different channels 

and include the data chunk ID or the data frame ID for later matching.

[0045] When a client receives a chunk of data, it converts the server’s tagged consumption 

timestamp into a local consumption timestamp based on the client’s clock drift rate (see Eq. A 

below). If the local consumption timestamp is in the future relative to the client’s clock, the client 

waits to consume the data chunk until its clock reaches a time greater than or equal to the 

consumption timestamp.

[0046] Clients acknowledge the reception of every data chunk from the server. The 

acknowledgement also notifies the server of the arrival time of the chunk or the difference between 

the consumption and arrival times. As a minor variation the client can, rather than sending a 

response for every data chunk, send a response only when a data chunk arrives after the 

consumption time, indicating the arrival time or, again, the difference between the consumption 

timestamp and the arrival time.

[0047] In the case that the data chunk arrives after its consumption time has passed, the client 

can either discard some or all of the data frames included or consume some or all of those data 

frames at a faster rate until the client local time matches that of the consumption time. Here is a 

simple illustrative example: if the data chunk is composed of a single video frame, with an 

associated duration of 40ms, and the data arrives 10ms after the consumption time, the client can 

still consume the data if it reduces the frame duration to 30ms. However, for certain applications, 

the late arrival of data may be a sufficient condition for discarding it.
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[0048] Another way to convert from group time to local time is to calculate drift:

drift = (LCTS1 - LCTS0) / (GCTS1 - GCTS0) (Eq. AA)

[0049] Use drift to convert from GCTS to LCTS

LCTSk = drift x (GCTSk - GCTS1) + LCTS1 (Eq. BB)

LCTS: Local Timestamp

GCTS: Group Timestamp

GCTS1 is the Group Timestamp at the time of last synchronization.

LCTS1 is the Local Timestamp at the time of last synchronization.

Trading Data Quality, Latency, and Synchronization

[0050] Embodiments of the invention leverage the fact that some types of data are still useful 

even when the data is incomplete or approximated. To explain what we mean by incomplete or 

approximated data, we provide a few examples:

• A video or a sound can be encoded at a lower bitrate to produce an approximation of the 

original video or sound.

• An image can be encoded at a lower resolution to produce an approximation of the original 

image.

• A series of measurements can be approximated by removing a random sampling of data 

points or by rounding each data point to a lower precision.

Sacrificing data quality/completeness to preserve synchronization

[0051] Some consumers may consistently receive data chunks after the consumption time, 

e.g. due to a slow network connection. Embodiments of the invention use data approximation and 

compression, as described above, to preserve the ability to perform synchronized data consumption 
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for all group members, even when network conditions are much worse for some group members 

than for others. When a client consistently receives data chunks after the consumption time, it can 

notify the server and request smaller chunks. The server can then provide smaller data chunks to 

that client while still providing the full data to other clients. The smaller data chunks represent an 

approximation of the original data to that client while still providing the full data to other clients.

[0052] The server may offer multiple levels of data approximation or compression. Some 

clients may be able to receive full-size chunks before their consumption time, some may be able to 

receive slightly smaller chunks (close approximations of the original data) before the consumption 

time, while other clients may only be able to receive very rough approximations of the data before 

consumption time.

[0053] Regardless of the extent of approximation or compression, all clients in the 

synchronized group are provided the same consumption timestamp by the server. This guarantees 

that all clients consume the data at the same time, even if some clients are only consuming an 

approximation of the data and other clients are consuming the complete, original data.

Sacrificing latency to preserve data quality/completeness

[0054] For some applications, it may be undesirable or impractical to consume approximated 

data. In these cases, the synchronized group can be configured such that the data sources always 

provide data that is above some quality threshold, e.g. video bitrate above 2.5 Mbits per second.

[0055] Because the server receives responses from the clients with information about the 

arrival time of the data chunks, it sees which clients are receiving data chunks late, after the arrival 

time. If the group is configured to preserve data quality/completeness, the server can assign later 

consumption timestamps to future outgoing data. This results in a higher latency for the group data 

consumption. That is, the data chunks are consumed after a longer time period has elapsed. 

However, it allows the group to preserve synchronization as well as data quality.

-9-
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Inferring the consumption time when it is not explicitly provided

[0056] The consumption timestamp associated with a data chunk can be seen as the 

consumption time for the first frame of the data chunk. The consumption time of all subsequent data 

frames can be computed based on the consumption time of the first frame and each frame 

timestamp. For example, consider a series of 3 video frames, Frame 0 through Frame 2. Suppose 

that only Frame 0 has an explicit group consumption timestamp (GCTS) of 150,000. Frame 1, 

which does not have an explicit consumption timestamp, has a video timestamp that is 3,750 ticks 

after the video timestamp of Frame 0.

[0057] Thus, Frame l’s GCTS is inferred to be 150,000 + 3,750 = 153,750. This timestamp 

is expressed in terms of the group clock and must be converted to the consumer’s local clock. Note 

that if the client’s local clock has a drift relative to the group clock, then Frame l’s consumption 

timestamp in local time will be more (if drift > 1) or less (if drift < 1) than 3750 ticks on the local 

clock. This means that the client’s playback rate is effectively different than the group playback 

rate to stay in synchronization.

Detailed Discussion of Clock Synchronization

[0058] Embodiments of the invention rely on a clock synchronization phase. We now 

describe one clock synchronization algorithm, based on Cristian’s time synchronization algorithm 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cristian%27s_algorithm), that could be used to satisfy the present 

invention. A client C contacts a time server S requesting the server’s time. After receiving the 

request, the server prepares a response and appends its time T (which may or may not be set based 

on an external source such as UTC). After receiving the reply, the client sets its time to be T + 

RTT/2, where RTT stands for the roundtrip time of the communication. Alternatively, rather than 

setting its local clock to server time, the client can simply make note of the offset between the group 

clock and the local clock. To achieve a tighter synchronization, the client can perform this request 

multiple times and use the response with the shortest RTT. The described method assumes that the 

RTT is evenly split between request and response. Different embodiments of the invention could 

-10-
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utilize any number of different clock synchronization algorithms. The only requirement is that, after 

the algorithm is complete, the group member must be able to convert between group timestamps 

and local timestamps. Other synchronization algorithms that satisfy this requirement include but are 

not limited to Berkeley and NTP. Given that the present invention does not require synchronization 

with an external clock, depending on the application, several other algorithms could be used in their 

place.

[0059] By performing a clock synchronization algorithm twice, the client can calculate the 

drift rate between its local clock and the group clock.

[0060] Given the importance of the group clock, the synchronization group can increase its 

resilience by maintaining one or more backup group clocks, which are kept synchronized with the 

primary group clock. In the event of a failure of the primary group clock, the group can quickly 

promote one of the backup group clocks to serve as the new primary group clock selected using any 

leader election algorithm.

Description of Figures

[0061] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary synchronization group according to 

the invention. In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, a server sends data chunks, which 

could be composed of one or more frames, with an added consumption time (CT). Upon receiving a 

data chunk with time CT, a client i with local time LCi either buffers the chunk’s frames, plays 

them immediately, or discards a subset of them, i.e. part of the chunk, depending on the difference 

between LCi and CT.

[0062] FIG. 2 shows an example of a single-frame data chunk and a multi-frame data chunk. 

The invention could be implemented using only single-frame data chunks, only multi-frame data 

chunks, or a combination of single-frame data chunks and multi-frame data chunks.

[0063] FIG. 3 is a timing diagram showing frame synchronization for two consumers 

according to the invention. This FIG. illustrates that two consumers have distinct local clocks, but 
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are still able to consume data in synchronization at a given group time. A more detailed timing 

diagram and explanation is provided in FIG. 19.

[0064] FIGS. 4-6 show system architecture according to the invention.

[0065] FIG. 4 shows an example architecture with two servers in a private cluster. Server 1 

acts as a data source, from which data will be sent to various consumers. Server 1 also has a clock 

that serves as the group clock in this example architecture. Server 2 is also part of the private cluster 

and maintains a backup group clock. The backup group clock is maintained in synchronization with 

Server l’s group clock so that if Server l’s group clock fails, Server 2’s clock can be quickly 

promoted to act as the group clock. Data Consumers 1-3 are connected to the private cluster via the 

public internet. Each consumer has its own local clock. Each consumer periodically performs a 

synchronization algorithm with the group clock, the result of such algorithm is that the consumers 

are able to convert from group time to their own local time and from local time to group time. 

Server 1 sends data to each consumer over the public internet along with consumption timestamps 

that are associated with the data. The consumers receive the data and use the consumption 

timestamps to consume the data in synchronization.

[0066] FIG. 5 is the same as FIG. 4 except that the following details have been removed:

• We do not show which server acts as the data source. This is because, in practice, any one 

server could act as the data source or multiple servers could jointly act as data sources.

• We do not show which server holds the group clock because any server could hold the group 

clock.

• We do not show a backup clock because the backup clock is not necessary.

[0067] FIG. 6 is the same as FIG. 4 except we show the data source and group clock as totally 

separate boxes, connected via the public internet. This is to illustrate that the group clock does not 

need to be collocated with the data source. The data source could have its own local clock, which it 

would synchronize with the group clock.
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[0068] FIGS. 7-19 show a session, through its multiple steps, with clients joining, 

synchronizing their clocks, and consuming data published by the source according to the invention.

[0069] FIG. 7 shows the data source performing the synchronization step. This may be 

necessary if the group clock is distinct from the data source’s local clock. This allows the data 

source to convert from group time to its own local time and from local time to group time.

[0070] FIG. 8 shows a consumer joining the session and performing the clock 

synchronization step. This allows the consumer to convert from group time to its own local time 

and from local time to group time.

[0071] FIG. 9 shows the data source sending data over the public internet to the consumer. In 

this example, the data being sent is video data, composed of Video Frames (labeled as VF in the 

figure). The data source also sends Group Consumption Timestamps (labeled as GCTS in the 

figure) which are associated with certain video frames. In this example, each video frame also has a 

video timestamp so not every video frame needs a GCTS. FIG. 9 also illustrates that the GCTS can 

be sent separately from the data to which it pertains. The GCTS is expressed in terms of the group 

clock. The GCTS will be converted to a Local Consumption Timestamp (LCTS), which is 

expressed in terms of the consumer’s local clock.

[0072] FIG. 10 shows that some of the data has arrived at the consumer. The consumer will 

be responsible for calculating the Local Consumption Timestamps (LCTS) for each video frame. 

The subsequent FIGS, show this in more detail.

[0073] FIG. 11 shows a detailed view of the consumer, which has received 3 video frames 

and 1 GCTS.

[0074] FIG. 12 shows that the consumer has calculated Local Consumption Timestamps for 

each video frame. LCTS0 is calculated directly from GCTS0. LCTS1 and LCTS2 are calculated in 

two steps. First, the duration information associated with each video frame is used to infer the 

GCTS for that frame. Second, the GCTS is converted to an LCTS as usual. For example, if the 

video frame rate is 24 frames per second, then the client can infer that GCTS1 = GCTS0 + 1/24 

seconds. The client can then convert GCTS1 to LCTS1 as usual.
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[0075] FIG. 13 shows that more data has arrived at the consumer. Namely, more video 

frames and another GCTS have arrived.

[0076] FIG. 14 shows that the consumer has calculated LCTS3 and LCTS4. These LCTSs 

are calculated using the two-step method described in the FIG. 12 description. This FIG. also 

illustrates that an arbitrary number of additional LCTSs have been calculated as shown by the box 

labeled “...”

[0077] FIG. 15 shows that LCTSk has been calculated. LCTSk can be calculated directly 

from GCTSk, which has been provided by the data source.

[0078] FIG. 16 shows that a second consumer, Data Consumer 2 has joined the session. Data 

Consumer 2 performs the synchronization step. Meanwhile, Data Consumer 1 continues to receive 

data from the data source.

[0079] FIG. 17 shows that Data Consumer 2 begins receiving the same data that Data 

Consumer 1 is receiving. The FIG. illustrates that the data may arrive sooner or later at Data 

Consumer 2 than it arrives at Data Consumer 1. As soon as Data Consumer 2 receives a Group 

Consumption Timestamp and the corresponding data (e.g. GCTS75 and VF75), it can begin to 

consume data in synchronization with the rest of the group. In the context of streaming video, this 

step is analogous to a person walking into a movie theater in the middle of a movie.

[0080] FIG. 18 shows that the consumers periodically repeat the clock synchronization step. 

Since the drift between clocks might change over time, periodically recalculating the drift will 

ensure a tighter synchronization of consumption. The re-synchronization does not need to be 

performed by all group members at the same time. A consumer can continue to consume data while 

performing re-synchronization. If the data source has its own local clock, it should also periodically 

repeat the synchronization step.

[0081] FIG. 19 shows how the data is consumed by Data Consumer 1 and Data Consumer 2 

at the same group time (e.g. in synchronization) even though each consumer has its own local clock. 

In this figure, the data being consumed is video. The frame rate is 24 frames per second, and the 

video time base is 90 kHz. Thus, the number of clock ticks per video frame is 90,000 / 24 = 3,750. 
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In this example, the local clocks of the consumers are deliberately unrealistic to illustrate that a 

group member does not need an accurate clock in order to participate in the synchronization group. 

For every tick of the group clock, Data Consumer l’s clock ticks -0.0099 times. At group time = 

450,000, the offset between Data Consumer l’s clock and the group clock is 449,851. For every tick 

of the group clock, Data Consumer 2’s clock ticks approximately 0.0024 times. At group time = 

450,000, the offset between Data Consumer 2’s clock and the group clock is 449,131.

[0082] Frame 73 is played at group time = 442,500. This is equivalent to local time = 75 for 

Data Consumer 1. Data Consumer 2 has not joined yet.

[0083] Frame 74 is played at group time = 446,250. This is equivalent to local time = 112 for 

Data Consumer 1. Data Consumer 2 has not joined yet.

[0084] Frame 75 is played at group time = 450,000. This is equivalent to local time = 149 for 

Data Consumer 1 and equivalent to local time = 869 for Data Consumer 2, which has just joined.

[0085] Frame 76 is played at group time = 453,750. This is equivalent to local time = 186 for 

Data Consumer 1 and equivalent to local time = 878 for Data Consumer 2.

[0086] Frame 77 is played at group time = 457,500. This is equivalent to local time = 223 for 

Data Consumer 1 and equivalent to local time = 887 for Data Consumer 2.

[0087] FIG. 20 is a block schematic diagram showing queues and synchronized data 

consumption according to the invention. Part A of this FIG. shows the data being consumed directly 

by the client application. In this case, the client application has full control over the consumption 

timing and method. In the context of video playback, this simply entails rendering a video frame at 

the desired time.

[0088] In part B of FIG. 20, the ultimate consumer of the data is a third-party application. In 

this case, the client application can still influence the timing of the third-party application’s 

consumption as follows:
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[0089] 1) The client application can control the timing at which it feeds data to the third-party

application. It may also drop data frames or send duplicate data frames, which influences the time 

that subsequent frames are consumed by the third-party application.

[0090] 2) The third-party application may provide information about its state and accept

control inputs. Examples of control inputs are the ability to adjust the third-party application’s 

consumption rate (e.g. video playback rate) as well as the ability to skip data or seek to a certain 

point in the data stream. The client application can use the information provided by the third-party 

application to calculate the appropriate control inputs that will result in consumption occurring at 

the consumption timestamp as desired, thus maintaining synchronization of data consumption.

[0091] FIGS. 21A-21H show priority-based ordering of data according to the invention.

[0092] FIG. 21A shows a consumer’s priority queue. The consumer maintains a priority 

queue of data frames based on the local consumption timestamp (and sequence number if provided). 

Late arriving frames are discarded or consumed at a faster rate, thus allowing the consumer to catch 

up with the rest of the group. Early arriving chunks are placed in the priority queue. In this figure, 

the priority queue has one data frame.

[0093] FIG. 2IB shows a new piece of data (video frame 80) arriving via the network. The 

data has an associated Group Consumption Timestamp (GCTS).

[0094] FIG. 21C shows that the consumer has calculated the Local Consumption Timestamp 

(LCTS) for the new data frame (video frame 80).

[0095] FIG. 2ID shows that the new data frame (video frame 80) has been placed in the 

priority queue, with a lower priority than the existing data frame (video frame 75) because video 

frame 80 has a later LCTS than video frame 75.

[0096] FIG. 2IE shows that a new data frame (video frame 76) has arrived from the network. 

This data frame does not have an explicit GCTS provided.
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[0097] FIG. 2IF shows that the consumer calculates an LCTS for video frame 76. This can 

be done by comparing the video timestamp of the new frame to the video timestamp of a frame with 

a known LCTS, and accounting for clock drift.

[0098] FIG. 21G shows that video frame 76 is about to be placed in the priority queue.

[0099] FIG. 21H shows that video frame 76 is placed in the priority queue. It has a higher 

priority than video frame 80, whose LCTS is later. It has a lower priority than video frame 75, 

whose LCTS is earlier.

[00100] FIG. 22 shows synchronizing consumption of multiple data streams according to the 

invention. The present invention can be used to consume multiple data streams in synchronization 

amongst the group AND maintain synchronization of multiple streams at each individual consumer. 

For example, the consumer may be receiving a stream of video data and a stream of audio data, and 

rendering both streams in a media player. If the two data streams are already in sync with each 

other at the data source (e.g. audio and video are in sync), then the consumption timestamps 

assigned by the data source will guarantee that the video and audio remain in sync at the consumer. 

Thus, all video and all audio data will be consumed in synchronization across all group members.

[00101] FIG. 22 shows that the data source can send a control packet containing additional 

information to aid in the synchronization of multiple data streams. This information is not strictly 

necessary, since the multiple data streams can be synchronized using the consumption timestamps 

associated with the data in each stream. However, it may be more convenient for the data source to 

send consumption timestamps for only one of the streams (e.g. video), in which case these control 

packets would allow the consumer to synchronize the other stream (e.g. audio) with the 

aforementioned stream (video). These control packets can also be used to synchronize the two 

streams if certain GCTS packets are lost or corrupted.

[00102] FIG. 23 is a flowchart of a method to synchronize consumption of a data chunk 

among multiple consumers, according to one embodiment. In step 2300, one or more consumers 

can receive an ordered data stream which includes an ordered sequence of data chunks. The data 

chunk can be a video frame, a section of a video frame, and/or a section of audio, while being 
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ordered data stream can be a video file or an audio file. In step 2310, a consumption of a data 

chunk in the ordered data stream can be synchronized among the consumers by using the following 

steps.

[00103] In step 2320, prior to initiating the consumption of the ordered data stream processor 

can synchronize a group clock indicating a group time at which the consumers should consume the 

data chunk and a local clock indicating a local time of a consumer. The processor obtains a 

mapping between the local time and the group time. The processor can be associated with a 

consumer as shown in FIGS. 1-22.

[00104] For example, to synchronize the group clock and the local clock, the processor can 

obtain multiple group times associated with the group clock and multiple local times corresponding 

to the group times. Focal times can account for network latency in receiving the group time as 

described in the section titled “Detailed Discussion of Clock Synchronization” of this application. 

For example, if there is no network latency, local time can be the time at which the group time was 

received. However, the processor can measure the network latency, meaning travel time for the 

group time sent by the group clock to reach the processor of the consumer. In that case, local time 

can be expressed as (local time at which the group time was received - travel time of the group 

time). Based on the group times and the corresponding local times, the processor can calculate a 

linear correspondence between the group clock and the local clock as shown in equations AA and 

BB.

[00105] In step 2330, the processor can receive the data chunk in the ordered data stream, and 

an indication of the group time associated with the data chunk in the ordered data stream. 

Indication of the group time can be the actual group time associated with the data chunk, GCTS, as 

described in this application. Further, the indication of the group time can be a video timestamp 

from which GCTS can be calculated, as described in this application. In step 2340, based on the 

group time and the mapping between the local time and the group time, the processor can calculate 

the local time corresponding to the group time, where the local time associated with the local clock.
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[00106] In step 2350, the processor can compare the local time to a current time associated 

with the local clock to obtain a comparison indicating whether the local time associated with the 

data chunk is before the current time, substantially identical to the current time, or after the current 

time. In step 2360, based on the comparison the processor can ensure that the consumers consume 

the data chunk synchronously by dropping the data chunk, adjusting a time duration of the data 

chunk, or consuming the data chunk. Time duration of the data chunk can be computed based on 

the consumption rate of the ordered data stream, or consumption time of the subsequent frame. For 

example, the consumption rate of the ordered data stream can be expressed as a number of data 

chunks per second, such as frames per second. Consequently, the duration of a single data chunk 

corresponds to the 1 sec/(number of data chunks per second). In another example, the time duration 

of the data chunk can be calculated as (group time associated with the data chunk mine is group 

time associated with the subsequent data chunk).

[00107] The processor can determine that the current time is before the local time, meaning 

that the data chunk should be shown at a later time. The processor can place the data chunk in a 

received sequence of data chunks in a location indicating the local time associated with the data 

chunk.

[00108] The processor can determine that the current time is within a time range defined by the 

local time and the time duration of the data chunk, meaning that the data chunk should be in the 

process of being consumed. The processor can decrease the time duration of the data chunk to not 

exceed the planned time duration of the data chunk. Finally, the consumer receiving the data chunk 

can consume the data chunk for the extent of time corresponding to the decreased time duration.

[00109] The processor can determine that the current time is after the local time, meaning that 

the time to consume the data chunk has passed. The processor can drop the data chunk.

[00110] The processor can determine that a second data chunk following a previously 

consumed data chunk is not available because, for example, of network delays or network errors. 

The processor can extend a time duration of the previously consumed data chunk to prevent an 

interruption in the consumption of the ordered data stream.
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[00111] The processor can synchronize the group clock and the local clock during the 

consumption of the ordered data stream to account for any drift between the 2 clocks that occurred 

since the rash synchronization. By occasionally synchronizing during the consumption of the data 

stream, the processor improves the mapping between the local time and the group time.

[00112] FIG. 24 is a flowchart of a method to synchronize consumption of a data chunk 

among multiple consumers, according to another embodiment. In step 2400, a group clock can be 

defined in hardware and/or software. For example, the group clock can be a physical clock, or can 

be implemented as a software application. The group clock can measure a group time indicating 

when a data chunk in an ordered data stream should be consumed by multiple consumers. The 

group clock can be implemented in manners described in FIGS. 4-6.

[00113] In step 2410, a processor can synchronize the group clock with multiple local clocks 

associated with the consumers requesting to consume the ordered data stream. To synchronize, the 

processor can send multiple group times to the consumers. The processor can execute instructions 

of the software application implemented in the group clock, or the processor can be in 

communication with the group clock implemented in hardware and/or software. The processor can 

be associated with the servers shown in FIGS. 1, 4, 5.

[00114] In step 2420, the processor can send the group time associated with the data chunk and 

the data chunk to the consumers. The processor can synchronously send the group time and the 

data chunk to all the consumers, or the processor can send the group time in the data chunk 

asynchronously, i.e. at different times, 2 different consumers, as described in this application, for 

example FIG. 17.

[00115] In step 2430, the processor can receive from a consumer an arrival time of the data 

chunk. The arrival time of the data chunk can be expressed in group time because the consumer can 

establish the mapping between the local time and the group time. In other words, the consumer 

knows the local time when the data chunk has arrived, i.e. the arrival time, and can calculate the 

group time corresponding to the arrival time. The consumer can send the group time corresponding 

to the arrival time to the processor.
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[00116] In step 2440, based on the arrival time of the data chunk and the group time associated 

with the data chunk, the processor can determine whether the consumer has received a substantial 

percentage of data chunks late. Substantial percentage can be 10% or more. If the arrival time of 

the data chunk is after the group time, the processor can note that the consumer has received the 

data chunk late.

[00117] In step 2450, if, for example, more than 10% of the data chunks have been received 

late, the processor can ensure that the consumers synchronously consume the ordered data stream 

by adjusting a quality of the data chunk or a latency of the ordered data stream, as described in this 

application.

[00118] To adjust the quality of the data chunk, the processor can obtain a setting specifying a 

minimum quality threshold associated with the data chunk. For example, the quality threshold can 

specify that the video bitrate must be above 2.5 Mbits per second.

[00119] The processor can determine whether reducing the quality of the data chunk to the 

minimum quality threshold prevents the substantial percentage of data chunks to be received late by 

the consumer. For example, the processor can reduce the video bit rate to the minimum quality, and 

based on the arrival times gathered from the consumers, can determine whether there is a consumer 

still receiving a substantial percentage of the data chunks late. In another example, the processor 

can determine the lowest network throughput based on the arrival times and the corresponding 

group times, by calculating, for example:

network throughput = Σ (data delivered to the consumer) / Σ (arrival times-corresponding group 

times).

[00120] If the network throughput is equal to or greater than the minimum bit rate, the 

processor can reduce the quality of input. Specifically, the processor can reduce the quality of the 

input to the bit rate equal to or lower than the network throughput, and send the data chunk to the 

consumer that has received the substantial percentage of data chunks late. The remainder of the 

consumers can receive higher-quality data chunks.
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[00121] If the network throughput is less than the minimum bit rate, the processor cannot 

reduce the quality of the input. Instead, the processor can increase latency associated with the data 

chunk. Specifically, the processor can increase the group time associated with the data chunk , so 

that the group time is the same or slightly after the arrival time of the data chunk at the consumer 

receiving the data chunk at the latest time. In this way, the processor can ensure that each consumer 

consumes the data chunk at the same time as the consumer receiving the data chunk at the latest 

time. Consequently, the processor can ensure synchronization of consumption between the 

consumers.

[00122] The processor can receive a request from a new consumer to join the consumers while 

they are consuming the data stream. The processor can send to the new consumer a second data 

chunk and a second group time associated with the second data chunk. The second group time can 

be later than the group time currently being sent to the consumers.

Computer System

[00123] FIG. 25 is a block diagram of a computer system as may be used to implement certain 

features of some of the embodiments. The computer system may be a server computer, a client 

computer, a personal computer (PC), a user device, a tablet PC, a laptop computer, a personal 

digital assistant (PDA), a cellular telephone, an iPhone, an iPad, a Blackberry, a processor, a 

telephone, a web appliance, a network router, a switch or bridge, a console, a hand-held console, a 

(hand-held) gaming device, a music player, any portable, mobile, hand-held device, wearable 

device, or any machine capable of executing a set of instructions, sequential or otherwise, that 

specify actions to be taken by that machine.

[00124] The computing system 2500 may include one or more central processing units 

("processors") 2505, memory 2510, input/output devices 2525, e.g. keyboard and pointing devices, 

touch devices, display devices, storage devices 2520, e.g. disk drives, and network adapters 2530, 

e.g. network interfaces, that are connected to an interconnect 2515. The interconnect 2515 is 

illustrated as an abstraction that represents any one or more separate physical buses, point to point 

connections, or both connected by appropriate bridges, adapters, or controllers. The interconnect 
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2515, therefore, may include, for example, a system bus, a Peripheral Component Interconnect 

(PCI) bus or PCI-Express bus, a HyperTransport or industry standard architecture (ISA) bus, a 

small computer system interface (SCSI) bus, a universal serial bus (USB), IIC (12C) bus, or an 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard 1394 bus, also called Firewire.

[00125] The memory 2510 and storage devices 2520 are computer-readable storage media that 

may store instructions that implement at least portions of the various embodiments. In addition, the 

data structures and message structures may be stored or transmitted via a data transmission medium, 

e.g. a signal on a communications link. Various communications links may be used, e.g. the 

Internet, a local area network, a wide area network, or a point-to-point dial-up connection. Thus, 

computer readable media can include computer-readable storage media, e.g. non-transitory media, 

and computer readable transmission media.

[00126] The instructions stored in memory 2510 can be implemented as software and/or 

firmware to program the processor 2505 to carry out actions described above. In some 

embodiments, such software or firmware may be initially provided to the processing system 2500 

by downloading it from a remote system through the computing system 2500, e.g. via network 

adapter 2530.

[00127] The various embodiments introduced herein can be implemented by, for example, 

programmable circuitry, e.g. one or more microprocessors, programmed with software and/or 

firmware, or entirely in special-purpose hardwired (non-programmable) circuitry, or in a 

combination of such forms. Special-purpose hardwired circuitry may be in the form of, for example, 

one or more ASICs, PLDs, FPGAs, etc.

Remarks

[00128] The language used in the specification has been principally selected for readability and 

instructional purposes, and it may not have been selected to delineate or circumscribe the inventive 

subject matter. It is therefore intended that the scope of the invention be limited not by this Detailed 

Description, but rather by any claims that issue on an application based hereon. Accordingly, the 
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disclosure of various embodiments is intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the 

embodiments, which is set forth in the following claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A method comprising:

receiving an ordered data stream by a plurality of consumers of the ordered data stream, the 

ordered data stream comprising an ordered sequence of data chunks;

synchronizing a consumption of a data chunk in the ordered data stream among the plurality 

of consumers by:

prior to initiating the consumption of the ordered data stream synchronizing a group 

clock indicating a group time at which the plurality of consumers should 

consume the data chunk and a local clock indicating a local time of a 

consumer in the plurality of consumers, to obtain a mapping between the 

local time and the group time;

receiving the data chunk in the ordered data stream, and an indication of the group 

time associated with the data chunk in the ordered data stream;

based on the group time and the mapping between the local time and the group time, 

calculating the local time corresponding to the group time, the local time 

associated with the local clock;

comparing the local time to a current time associated with the local clock to generate 

a comparison indicating whether the local time associated with the data 

chunk is before the current time, substantially identical to the current time, or 

after the current time; and

based on the comparison ensuring that the plurality of consumers consume the data 

chunk synchronously by dropping the data chunk, adjusting a time duration 

of the data chunk, or consuming the data chunk.
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2. The method of claim 1, comprising:

determining that the current time is before the local time; and

placing the data chunk in a received sequence of data chunks in a location indicating the 

local time associated with the data chunk.

3. The method of claim 1, comprising:

determining that the current time is within a time range defined by the local time and the 

time duration of the data chunk;

decreasing the time duration of the data chunk; and

consuming the data chunk for a duration corresponding to the decreased time duration of the 

data chunk.

4. The method of claim 1, comprising:

determining that the current time is after the local time; and

dropping the data chunk.

5. The method of claim 1, comprising:

determining a second data chunk following a previously consumed data chunk is not 

available; and

extending the time duration of the previously consumed data chunk.

6. The method of claim 1, the data chunk comprising a video frame, or a section of an audio.

7. The method of claim 1, said synchronizing the group clock and the local clock comprising: 
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obtaining a plurality of group times associated with the group clock and a plurality of local 

times corresponding to the plurality of group times; and

based on the plurality of group times and the corresponding plurality of local times, 

calculating a linear correspondence between the group clock and the local clock.

8. The method of claim 1, comprising:

during the consumption of the ordered data stream performing said synchronizing the group 

clock and the local clock thereby improving the mapping between the local time and 

the group time.

9. A method comprising:

defining a group clock measuring a group time indicating when a data chunk in an ordered 

data stream should be consumed by a plurality of consumers;

synchronizing the group clock with a plurality of local clocks associated with the plurality of 

consumers requesting to consume the ordered data stream, said synchronizing 

comprising sending a plurality of group times to the plurality of consumers;

sending the group time associated with the data chunk and the data chunk to the plurality of 

consumers;

receiving from a consumer in the plurality of consumers an arrival time of the data chunk;

based on the arrival time of the data chunk and the group time associated with the data 

chunk, determining whether the consumer has received a substantial percentage of 

data chunks late; and

upon determining that the consumer has received the substantial percentage of data chunks 

late, ensuring that the plurality of consumers synchronously consume the ordered 
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data stream by adjusting a quality of the data chunk or a latency of the ordered data 

stream.

10. The method of claim 9, comprising:

obtaining a setting specifying a minimum quality threshold associated with the data chunk 

sent to the consumer in the plurality of consumers;

determining whether reducing the quality of the data chunk to the minimum quality 

threshold prevents the substantial percentage of data chunks to be received late by 

the consumer; and

upon determining that reducing the quality of the data chunk to the minimum quality 

threshold prevents the substantial percentage of data chunks to be received late, 

reducing the quality of the data chunk to at most the minimum quality threshold, and 

sending the data chunk to the consumer that has received the substantial percentage 

of data chunks late.

11. The method of claim 9, comprising:

upon determining that the consumer has received the substantial percentage of data chunks 

late, reducing the quality of the data chunk sent to the consumer until the substantial 

percentage of data chunks are not received late.

12. The method of claim 9, comprising:

obtaining a setting specifying a minimum quality threshold associated with the data chunk 

sent to the consumer in the plurality of consumers;

determining whether reducing the quality of the data chunk to the minimum quality 

threshold prevents the substantial percentage of data chunks to be received late by 

the consumer; and
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upon determining that reducing the quality of the data chunk to the minimum quality 

threshold does not prevent the substantial percentage of data chunks to be received 

late, increasing the group time associated with the data chunk and sent to the 

plurality of consumers to a later time corresponding to the arrival time of the data 

chunk at the consumer receiving the substantial percentage of data chunks late, 

thereby ensuring synchronization of consumption between the plurality of 

consumers.

13. The method of claim 9, comprising:

receiving a request from a new consumer to join the plurality of consumers while the 

plurality of consumers are consuming the ordered data stream; and

sending to the new consumer a second data chunk and a second group time associated with 

the second data chunk, wherein the second group time is later than the group time 

currently being sent to the plurality of consumers.

14. A system comprising:

a plurality of consumers of an ordered data stream comprising an ordered sequence of data 

chunks;

a plurality of local clocks associated with the plurality of consumers, a local clock in the 

plurality of local clocks indicating a local time of a consumer in the plurality of 

consumers;

a group clock indicating a group time at which the plurality of consumers should consume a 

data chunk in the ordered data stream;

one or more processors associated with the consumer in the plurality of consumers executing 

instructions to synchronize a consumption of the data chunk in the ordered data 

stream among the plurality of consumers, the instructions comprising:
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instructions for prior to initiating the consumption of the ordered data stream 

synchronizing the group clock and the local clock to obtain a mapping 

between the local time and the group time;

instructions for receiving the data chunk and an indication of the group time 

associated with the data chunk in the ordered data stream;

instructions for based on the group time and the mapping between the local time and 

the group time, calculating the local time corresponding to the group time, 

the local time associated with the local clock;

instructions for comparing the local time to a current time associated with the local 

clock to generate a comparison indicating whether the local time associated 

with the data chunk is before the current time, substantially identical to the 

current time, or after the current time; and

instructions for based on the comparison ensuring that the plurality of consumers 

consume the data chunk synchronously by dropping the data chunk, adjusting 

a time duration of the data chunk, or consuming the data chunk.

15. The system of claim 14, comprising:

a second group clock synchronized with the group clock, the second group clock indicating 

the group time at which the plurality of consumers should consume the data chunk in 

the ordered data stream;

one or more processors associated with the second group clock, the one or more processors 

associated with the second group clock executing instructions comprising:

instructions for determining that the group clock is not operational; and

instructions for upon determining that the group clock is not operational, sending the 

group time indicated by the second group clock to the plurality of consumers.
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16. The system of claim 14, the instructions comprising:

instructions for receiving a plurality of ordered data streams, each ordered data stream in the 

plurality of ordered data streams synchronized with the rest of the plurality of 

ordered data streams;

instructions for obtaining a plurality of group times associated with a plurality of data 

chunks in the plurality of ordered data streams; and

instructions for consuming the plurality of data chunks having the same plurality of group 

times synchronously.

17. The system of claim 14, the data chunk comprising a consumption time associated with the 

group clock indicating a time to consume the data chunk to the plurality of consumers, a frame 

identification, and data to be consumed.

18. The system of claim 14, comprising:

a memory operable to store a plurality of received data chunks;

instructions for determining that the current time is before the local time; and

instructions for placing the data chunk in the memory storing the plurality of received data 

chunks in a location indicating the local time associated with the data chunk.

19. The system of claim 14, the instructions comprising:

instructions for determining that the current time is within a time range defined by the local 

time and the time duration of the data chunk;

instructions for decreasing the time duration of the data chunk; and
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instructions for consuming the data chunk by for a duration corresponding to the decreased 

time duration.

20. The system of claim 14, the instructions comprising:

instructions for determining that the current time is after the local time; and

instructions for dropping the data chunk.
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receive an ordered data stream by a plurality of 230q 
consumers of the order data stream, the order data 
stream comprising an ordered sequence of data 
chunks

synchronize a consumption of a data chunk in the 2310 

ordered data stream among multiple consumers by 
performing the below steps: 

synchronize a group clock and a local clock, to 
obtain a mapping between the local time and the 
group time 

receive the data chunk in the ordered stream, and 
an indication of the group time associated with the 
data chunk in the ordered stream

2320

2330

--------------------------------------------------------------------  2340 
calculate the local time corresponding to the group f— 
time, the local time associated with the local clock

2350
compare the local time to a current time associated 
with the local clock 

based on the comparison ensure that the plurality 
of consumers consume the data chunk 
synchronously.

2360

Return
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